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IMPLEMENTATION:
THE TOGAF® STANDARD
DELIVERY METHODS
AVAILABLE:
• Self-Paced e-Learning

Establishing an Enterprise Architecture Practice can be a daunting challenge.
In this course, experienced EA practitioners share their knowledge on how to
get started with implementation.
WHO IS THIS COURSE AIMED AT?

EXAM TYPE:
• None
• Written exercises conclude
each module
• Certificate is awarded on
successful course
completion

PREREQUISITES:
None

LANGUAGE:
English

AWARDED BY:

• You should take this course if you
have knowledge of EA, are TOGAF
certified, or are studying for
certification
• You are commencing or want to
improve your EA PracticeYou need to
‘sell’ TOGAF internally within your
organization
• You wish clear guidance from senior
EA Practitioners on how to get
started with implementation
• You want exposure to the key
implementation challenges you and
your team will face
• You are a newly-appointed EA
Manager, a Chief Architect, an
experienced EA practitioner, Lead
Architect, Project/ Programme
Manager
• You want to study in your own time
and at your own pace on the device
of your choice
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WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
This course is all about getting
started with an Enterprise
Architecture practice. In particular, it
looks at what should be considered
when attempting to establish or
improve an existing EA practice.
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It provides the background to
TOGAF-style architectures, as well as
exposure to many subjects that are
often glossed over by other
enterprise architecture frameworks.

The following modules are included:
• Module 1: An Overview of TOGAF Linking Business & Architecture
• Module 2: The Enterprise
Architecture Practice
• Module 3: EA Practice - Implement Vs
Integration Approach
• Module 4: EA Practice - Demand &
Supply
• Module 5: EA Practice - Interaction of
Strategy, Architecture & Delivery
• Module 6: EA Practice - Operating &
Engagement Models
• Module 7: EA Practice - Capability
Assessment
• Module 8: Governance - Standards &
Principles
• Module 9: Services, Capabilities &
Tools
• Module 10: Communications
Strategy & Execution
• Module 11: EA Charter

IS THERE AN EXAM?
No. This is a practically-oriented course,
and does not come with any
certification. But rather than simple
quizzes on content, each module
concludes with a written exercise that
encourages you to apply what you have
learned. An experienced EA Practitioner
will review what you have written.

